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Bein' Green is a popular song written by Joe Raposo,
originally performed by Jim Henson as Kermit the Frog on both
Sesame Street and The Muppet Show.
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Bein' Green is a popular song written by Joe Raposo,
originally performed by Jim Henson as Kermit the Frog on both
Sesame Street and The Muppet Show.
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Bein' Green Lyrics: It's not that easy bein' green / Having to
spend each day the color of the leaves / When I think it could
be nicer bein' red or yellow or gold / Or.
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Bein' Green is a popular song written by Joe Raposo,
originally performed by Jim Henson as Kermit the Frog on both
Sesame Street and The Muppet Show.
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"Bein' Green," originally titled "Green," is one of Kermit the
Frog's best-known songs. Kermit's first performance of "Bein'
Green" on the first season of Sesame Street. "It's not easy
being green," a paraphrased lyric from the song, has become
one of Kermit's catchphrases.

"ALF" It Isn't Easy Bein' Green (TV Episode ) - IMDb
Bb Aaug It's not easy bein' green Having to spend each day
Fm/Ab Gsus4 The color of the leaves G Cm7 When I think it
could be nicer F7 Bein' red or yellow or .
It's Easy Bein' Green
Bein' Green, a song by Andrew Bird on Spotify. 1 song, Play on
Spotify. 1. Bein' Green - Andrew Bird. Featured on Muppets:
The Green Album.
It's not easy bein' green.
Bein' Green by Frank Sinatra - discover this song's samples,
covers and remixes on WhoSampled.
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Desktop Google Chrome Windows 8. Lyrics It's not that easy
being green Having to spend each day the color of the leaves
When I think it could be nicer being red, or yellow or gold Or
something much more colorful like that It's not easy being
green It seems you blend in with so many other ordinary things
And people tend to Bein Green you over 'cause you're not
standing out like flashy sparkles in the water Or stars in the
sky But green's the color of spring And green can be cool and
friendly-like And green can be big like a mountain, or
important like a river Or tall like a tree When green is all
there is Bein Green be It could make you wonder why, but why
wonder? But green is the color of Spring Bein Green green can
be cool and friendly-like And green can be big like an ocean
Or important like a mountain Even tall like a tree.
UserRatings.Orbrowseresultstitled:. Besides, the great big
band arrangement is just Bein Green to listen to, thanks to
our phenomenal arranger, Paul Jennings. Company Credits.
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